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Convert Wasted Time into Billable Hours

For all service-based businesses, a full calendar is the key to a success but the work of setting those
appointments can be stressful to small business owners that lack a support staff or on in-house
support staff that is already pulled in multiple directions. By not focusing on appointment setting,
business suffer immediate, as well as long term, loss of revenue.

A streamlined centralized scheduling system

For all service-based businesses, a full calendar is the key to a success but the work of setting those
appointments can be stressful to small business owners that lack a support staff or on in-house
support staff that is already pulled in multiple directions. By not focusing on appointment setting,
business suffer immediate, as well as long term, loss of revenue.

Increase revenue with One Scheduling

With ONE , the appointment desk is always open to your patients, service calls,
and consultations that keeps your calendar up-to-date and prioritized around the clock.

Increase ease of appointment setting

ONE’s expert appointment desk is ready with around the clock, Logic-based support to
optimize your billable time, whether it’s filling the hole a last-minute cancellation left,
an appointment next month, or a service call tomorrow morning.

Patient Intake

Eleviate the workload of reception staff by having the appointment desk collect
and verify insurance information as well as distribute intake questionnaires.

Seamless Integration

Driven by your questions, your intuition, and your logic, our agents will book your appointments
either through our API connection to your medical office’s ERM or through ONE ‘s proprietary
scheduling platform that streamlines all bookings.

Reminders and Confirmations

Our system builds in the appointment reminder and confirmation process to
text, call, or e-mail your patients so you and your staff can focus on those right front of you.

ONE is a 24/7/365 call center, answering service, and BPO partner that excels in
strengthening the businesses of our clients. Our expertise in bridging gaps and
streamlining systems can transform your financial outlook.
Make an investment in your business.
Visit www.ONEMVT.com/ONEScheduling to receive a custom quote.

